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1. Mounting IDS Display (VESA Mount)
(Additional low-profile wallmount kit P/N E275050 available at www.elotouch.com)

2. Connect

Touch OSD
Menu

Power

400mm
M6 screws, x4

Touch USB

Video

400mm

3. Optional Elo Computer Module Mounting
(Do not connect anything other than ECM kit to these mounting holes)

4. Optional Peripheral Mounting (Fingerprint Reader not compatible with 3202)

Magnetic Stripe Reader P/N: E001002
Webcam P/N: E275233
Bar Code Scanner P/N: E993433
NFC Reader P/N: E001004
Fingerprint Reader P/N: E001001

Go to www.elotouch.com/support to download user manual.
请访问 www.elotouch.com.cn 获取用户手册请保留备用